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A Micro Local Approach to General
Boundary Value Problems
by

Kiyoomi KATAOKA*

§ Oo Introduction
Since the theory of non-characteristic boundary value problems in
the category of hyperfunctions was initiated by H. Komatsu-T. Kawai,
and P. Schapira independently ([8], [11]), this theory has made a remarkable progress.

( [5], [6], [2] )

But the methods do not seem to be

sufficient for more general problems, for example, hyperbolic mixed problems.
Recently, a micro local formulation of non-characteristic boundary
value problems was found by the auther ([7]), and it looks like very
useful to understand and analyse general boundary value problems.

So

in this note we try to survey this formulation and the related results.
Furthermore readers should refer to the results about mixed problems
which were announced by P. Schapira at this symposium. ([12])
§ 1.

The Definitions of Two Sheaves and Their Properties

Let M be an ^-dimentional real analytic manifold, AT be a submanifold
of M of codimention 1.

For simplicity, from now on, we assume M=Rn

B(X,.r'), N={x&M',x1 = Q}, and M+ = {x^.M\x^>Q}.

In the theory

of boundary value problems, two sheaves, PM^M and FN$M, play an
important role.

So it is necessary for the micro local formulation to

analyse these sheaves micro locally.
&M+/XI &N/X-

Then we introduce two sheaves,

The latter has already been introduced and deeply studied

by Kashiwara-Kawai in [4], [5], [6].
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Let X and Y be complex neighborhoods of M and N respectively,

then, X=Cl^(zl,z1'),

Y={z<=C?;zi=Q},

Here, the inner product of TX and T*X

is defined by — Re(zf 1 CiH ----

•f wnC»), and w = u + iv, C = ? + ^.
Definition 1.1. We can define the conormal spherical bundle of
Af+ in -ST as a closed subset of S*X in the following way:
SjkX= {Or; i-rf) £ESM*X; x^O} U {(0, x' ; d, ^Y) e^^X; Re C^
Moreover we define ; G+ = { (0, x' ; Ci, ^V ) e 5^*X; Re Ci>0>

nM+/x',SM-<-X->M+

(projection).

Then easily to see, these depend only on M and N, and have intrinsic
meanings.

Especially,

S£JC=G+\JI\JH+, G+ = G+\JI, H+=H+(JL
Now we define the comonoidal transformation of X with center

Then M£* will be canonically equipped with a topological structure,
and the projection mapping becomes continuous.
^,x,m^X
Definition 1.2.
tions defined on X.

(cf. S-K-K, [10]).

We denote by Ox the sheaf of holomorphic funcThen by the theorem of the edge of the wedge,

SM+X (SN*X) is purely 72-codimeiitional for Tt^/xOx (jtN^xOx)- (see,
Morimoto [9], Kashiwara [3]) Therefore by the remaining cohomology
groups we define;

(here, we omit the orientation sheaves)

GENERAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
Proposition 1.3.

rH+3)Ji—*nM./x*(&M*/z, on N.
N/x->Ox->Q\

Proposition 1.4.
On J, the folio-wing
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exact on N.

G+
G+
sheaf homomorphisms are canonically induced,

and these mappings are injective.
rs?

I

_ ^C^

I

_ ^C2^

I

&N/XI I~^ & M+/X\ I~*&N\ I

In virtue of proposition 1.4 the structure of &M+/X is understood
except for on /.
Proposition 1.5.

The following

sequence is

exact

on S^+X

In order to treat these sheaves more explicitly, recall the following
result which was obtained by Kashiwara-Kawai.
Proposition 1.6. (Kashiwara-kawai [5], [6]).

Let Uk± = {(0y^;

Ci,zY)eT^*X;^=±l}c5^*X-5 r *X be open subset of SN*Xfor
ery k, 2<^k<^n. Then on U^ *we have the following

Here, &0 is the sheaf of micro functions of (Ci,-^') with
parameter d.

holomorphic

1

(C/^C €x iS*W~ ^ (Ci,^';*Y))

Definition 1.7.
pings ;

ev-

isomorphisms',

We denote by 7+, 7", the following natural map-

r+ ; G+ - SY*X^SN* Y ( - z'S* AO

As a direct corollary of Proposition 1.6, we obtain the unique continuation property of WN/X along the fiber of r.
this fact to the case of &M+/X-

Further we can extend

(the equivalent result has already been

obtained by M. Kashiwara. [4], [1], [12])
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Proposition 1.8. />+8V/z|i = 0. Considering the fact, "9^^/J^
— ^WU/', £&zs means the unique continuation property of &M+/X along
the fiber of 7+.
By this fact we can identify the germ of &M+/X on I with a section
of &N/X] G+> that is, the following homomorphism is canonically induced
and injective;

Here, t is the imbedding mapping from G+ to G+.
tion 1.6 we obtain the following injective

Moreover by Proposi-

homomorphism.

Then concerning Im(& & *•($), we have;
Proposition 1.9.

We set L = CX R71'1^ (dX),

L+

Re Ci>0}« We denote by r the imbedding mapping from L+ to L, and
by 330 the sheaf of hyp erf unctions defined

on L 'with holomorphic

parameter Ci- Then the germ of t*(WO\G^\inUjc* belongs to Im (b^-0*)
if and only if it is represented by the germ of n~lr*(SO \L+)\inuk*(here, n; CxiS*Rn-1-»CxRn~1 = L)
§ 20 Several Operations
We denote by 9?x the sheaf of micro-differential operators (S-K-K
[10]).

This sheaf is defined on S*X, and especially on 8$ +X or S$X.

Proposition 2.1.
Qx-modules.

&M+/X and WN/X are canonically considered as

Moreover, let W\ T*XuU->VdT*X

be a complex con-

tact transformation which keeps T^+X (or TN*X) , then the quantized
constact transformation attached to W induces the following

sheaf

isomorphism ;

Remark.

For a complex contact transformation W, the following

GENERAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
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statements are all equivalent.
A.
B.

W keeps TfI+X.
W keeps TN*X and iT*M respectively.

C.

W keeps n~l(Y) and iT*M respectively.

Proposition 2.2. Let p' be any point on iS*N, K be any compact
subset of ?~l(p'}

such that the boundary

of K is a real analytic

Jordan curve, and P(x, D) be a micro differential
l

on the neighborhood of r~ (P'^

operator

such that; P(x, £>) =

D1n

defined

+ P1(x9 JD')

X A ^ + ' - ' + P m C ^ D ' ) , where for every j (I<j^m), [P,(*, £>'),*i]
= 0 and ord. Pj<J. Moreover -we suppose (Tm(/?)7^0 on j~l(p')—K,
then it follows that; F (K, WN/X) = P(x,D}T(K, &N/Z) @®&N\ p, - d(» (X)
j=Q

And the projection operators of this direct decomposition is a hind
of micro-differential

operator -whose symbols are explicitly calculated

by the symbols of P(x,U)
§ 3.

in turn from higher order to lower order.

Micro Localieation of Non-Characteristic
Boundary Value Problems

Let P(x, D) be a differential operator of order m defined on M with
respect to which N is non-characteristic.

Then non-characteristic bound-

ary value problems will be reduced to the study of interdependence between solutions in rM+SM/rNSM

of Pu —Q, and their boundary values.

That is, corresponding to every solutions of Pur = 0, the pair of a germ
of /V^aU'X*)" and a germ of ®Nm "(/oGO, -,/»-i(*'))" exists
uniquely under the following conditions;
m-l

P(X,D)U(X)=

S/yOO^OO, «'(*)=[*(*)].

.7=0

And we call (f0, •••,fm-i) boundary values of ur with respect to P.
Now we return to the original situation of § I and § 2, then by
m-l

Proposition 1.3 u(x) and F(x) =^fj(xr}5(^ (x^) are identified with secj=i
tions of &H+/X and WN/X respectively, and the equation "Pu~F" is regarded as an equation defined on G+.
Moreover it is important that the solution "u(xy of Pu = F is micro
locally unique at any point on G+ if it exists.
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Consequently the study will be reduced to the study in the sense

of micro local theory.

Hence for the study of this problem we can use

the standard methods, "Weierstrass'es division theorem for F.D.O.", or
"quantized contact transformations which keep 5^+X", though by these
operations the property of P as a differential operator is lost.

So it will

be convenient to formulate non-characteristic boundary value problems
in the sense of micro local theory.
Definition 3.1.

We call P(x, D) ^Y*2?/> non-characteristic micro-

differential operator with respect to N9 if {<T(P) =0} fl
->iS*N is a proper mapping.

(SN*X-SY*X)

Clearly the fiber of this mapping is a finite

set, and the number of this set including the multiplicity is locally constant.

Then we call this number the essential order of P,

Remark.

By Weierstrass' division theorem for 5F.D.O., the above-

mentioned P is decomposed in the following way; P = P1-P2, where, Pl9
/, Pz is elliptic, and

(ord. Qj<^j, for any j, and m is the essential order of P)
Let P(x, D) be a non-characteristic micro-differential operator, then
taking account of Proposition 2.2, we can formulate the boundary value
problem for P as the study of interdependence between T* + &M+/X/T*(&'N/Xsolutions of P, and their boundary values.
In virtue of Proposition 2.2, the analysis of this problem on G+ is
easy, and the following result is obtained.
Theorem 3.2. vpQ'<=iS*N, P(x,D) t=r*&z\Po', ess. order of P = m.
Then for (/ 0 ---/ TO -i) e &Nm\Po>, the equation
P(x9D)u(x) = *^
.7=0

is solvable on G+ D 7"1 (A/) if and only if the following equations are
satisfied;
m-l

s-*

',D')f,(x'>),

for O^k^s-l, at p0'.

Here, s

GENERAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS

=0} nG-unr'XA)')), (including
(X,Zy)eE£P/i P o ,
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the multiplicity}

(0<;v£^ 5 _l ? s<^j^m-l),

whose

and QkJ-

symbols

are

calculated by the symbols of P.
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